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On January 13, 2024, the Republic of China, also known as “Na-
tionalist China” and Taiwan, will hold its next presidential 
election. This will be the eighth direct election of a president 

in Taiwan, the first having been held in 1996. It will also be a contest 
that showcases the island’s changing identity politics, shifting political 
preferences, and potential security challenges. 

Rupture and Evolution

The Kuomintang (KMT), or the Nationalist Party of China, lost its civil 
war with the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) on the mainland and 
retreated to Taiwan on December 7, 1949. This brought about 2 mil-
lion KMT troops to the island of Formosa, or Taiwan, which had been 
ruled by Japan from 1895 through 1945, the end of World War II.1 
After that, Taiwan became the Republic of China (ROC).

The ROC’s security was protected by the Mutual Defense Treaty be-
tween the United States of America and the Republic of China, which 
was signed in 1955. That treaty remained in effect until 1980, when it 
was terminated by President Jimmy Carter. In anticipation of the end 
of the treaty, Congress in 1979 passed the Taiwan Relations Act, which 
was designed to stabilize security across the Taiwan Strait.2
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BOTTOM LINE

Three major parties have candidates 
up for the presidency of Taiwan on 
January 13, 2024.

Two of the candidates from the 
Kuomintang and Taiwan People’s 
Party favor improving relations 
with China. The Democratic 
Progressive party candidate is 
known as an advocate for Taiwan 
independence. 

Regardless of the outcome, China’s 
armed forces will still react to U.S. 
transits of the Taiwan Strait and 
around Taiwan.

THE ROAD TO TAIWAN’S 
2024 PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION 
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 Before what has come to be known as the “Great Retreat 
(大撤退)” of the KMT in 1949, a civil war had raged in 
China between the KMT and the Communists. In the 
ensuing migration, hundreds of thousands of civilians 
and government officials relocated from China to Tai-
wan. By 1950, nearly 2.5 million mainlanders had moved 
to the island. The KMT imposed martial law through-
out Taiwan in 1947, and that state of affairs lasted until 
1987.3

Today, “identity politics,” or whether Taiwanese identi-
fy as Chinese or native Taiwanese, is one of the great 
issues on the island and in the current presidential race. 
The majority of Taiwan’s residents now identify as Tai-
wanese, affecting electoral politics and relations across 
the Taiwan Strait.4 But other issues also impact electoral 
choices on the island. There is, for instance, strong sen-
timent against nuclear power among some in Taiwan. 
Also, for decades, tariffs or import bans protecting dif-
ferent agricultural products have been major factors in 
Taiwanese electoral politics.

Lee Teng-hui, a KMT member, was president of Taiwan 
from 1988 to 2000. Constitutional reforms in Taiwan 
allowed for popular elections in 1996, making him the 
first popularly elected president. Lee, a former mayor of 
Taipei, was the first president to have been born on the 
island. He was a Ph.D. graduate of Cornell University.5 In 
1995, he gave a 1995 speech at his alma mater which an-
gered the PRC, leading the Chinese People’s Liberation 
Army (PLA) to carry out a series of missile exercises off 
Taiwan. That, in turn, elicited a U.S. response.6 Subse-
quently, prior to the 1996 presidential elec-
tion, the PLA again fired missiles around 
Taiwan, establishing maritime closure areas 
that simulated a blockade of the island. This 
elicited a stronger U.S. response, and two 
U.S. aircraft carrier battle groups were sent to the area.7

Since Lee’s popular election, Taiwan has had three pop-
ularly elected presidents, all of whom have hailed from 
either the KMT or the Democratic Progressive Party 

(DPP). They are Chen Shui-bian (DPP), 2000-2008; Ma 
Ying-jeou (KMT), 2008-2016; and Tsai Ing-wen (DPP), 
2016-2024. Like Lee Teng-hui, Chen Shui-bian and Ma 
Ying-jeou were charismatic politicians and former may-
ors of Taiwan’s capital, Taipei. Tsai, the incumbent pres-
ident, is a lawyer and international trade expert who at 
one time was in charge of relations with the PRC. She 
was part of the Chen Shui-bian government. 

In ideological terms, the KMT is generally identified as 
seeking a good relationship with the PRC and recogniz-
ing the island as part of a “greater China.” The DPP, on 
the other hand, tends to draw voters who identify as Tai-
wanese, not Chinese, and has a reputation for seeking in-
dependence from China, causing tensions with Beijing.

The 2024 election for president, however, will see oth-
er political parties and contenders for office. The KMT 
(usually represented as blue on electoral maps), and the 
DPP (represented by green) are the main parties on the 
island. But another former mayor of Taipei, Ko Wen-je, 
established a third faction known as the Taiwan People’s 
Party (TPP) in 2019. The TPP is a centrist party that ad-
vocates a focus on Taiwan’s economic development and 
good relations with mainland China. There was also, for 
a time, a potential independent contender, billionaire 
businessman Terry Gou, but he dropped out of the race 
for president on November 24, 2023.8 Gou’s candidacy 
was nonetheless noteworthy because it threatened to 
split voters supporting the “blue” parties like the KMT 
and the TPP.

There are other, smaller, political parties in Taiwan and 
represented in Taiwan’s legislature as well. The People’s 
First Party (PFP), like the KMT, seeks good cross-strait 
relations, participation in more international organiza-
tions,  and economic and cultural interaction between 
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Taiwan and the mainland. The KMT, and PFP have been 
known as the “Pan-Blue alliance.” Blue generally repre-
senting the areas on the island and political parties of the 
center and right. 

Another smaller “pan-Blue” party, the New Party (NP), 
was formed in 1993 when some KMT members split 
with that party and Lee Teng-hui, accusing him of mov-
ing the KMT and Taiwan future unification with the 
Chinese mainland. The NP opposes any form of Taiwan 
independence. It draws few votes in presidential elec-
tions and has had no legislative seats since 2008. (See 
electoral preference map, FIGURE 1).9

The Pre-November 24
th

 Slate

Taiwan’s presidential candidates were required to reg-
ister with the Central Election Commission (CEC) be-
tween November 20, 2023 and November 24, 2023 in 
order to be on the 2024 presidential ballot.10 The major 
candidates prior to registration with the CEC were:

“William” Lai Ching-te, vice president of Taiwan (DPP)
Lai Ching-te has pledged to follow the policies that were 
established by Tsai Ying-wen during her presidency 
regarding issues across the Taiwan Strait. Although in 
2017 Lai said that “the two sides of the Taiwan Strait are 
independent of each other,”11 he has since moderated 
his position. The PRC actively works to portray him as 
an advocate of independence, and therefore a danger to 
peace. Lai’s choice of running mate, Taiwan’s representa-
tive to the U.S., Hsiao Bi-khim, served in the Legislative 
Yuan from 2002 to 2008, and subsequently from 2012 to 
2020. Since 2020, she has been serving as the Taiwanese 
representative to the United States. In November 2023, 
Democratic Progressive Party formally nominated her as 
its vice presidential candidate. Hsiao previously served as 
President Chen Shui-bian’s interpreter and advisor. 

Hou You-yi, mayor of New Taipei City (KMT)
Hou You-yi has echoed KMT narratives that the DPP 
could provoke conflict with China, and suggested that a 
KMT administration will be able to maintain stable re-
lations with China. He has emphasized the strong rela-
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tionship between Taiwan and the U.S., and has opposed 
the PRC’s “one country, two systems” slogan as well as-
Taiwan independence.12 On the subject of military con-
scription, Hou said that, if elected, he would reverse the 
Tsai administration’s policy which extends the military 
conscription period to one year13 – something that would 
appeal to younger, conscription eligible males in Taiwan. 
Hou’s running mate will be former KMT legislator Chao 
Shao-kang would be his running mate in the January 
polls. She once led the faction of the KMT that estab-
lished the New Party, but later returned to the KMT.14

Ko Wen-je, mayor of Taipei from 2014 to 2022 (TPP) 
Ko Wen-je is a physician who once practiced at the Tai-
wan National University Hospital and taught medicine. 
As an independent candidate for mayor of Taipei in 
2014, he beat out the DPP candidate in that contest. Ko 
emphasizes the importance of cultural ties and dialogue 
between China and Taiwan while recognizing their po-
litical separation. Ko founded the Taiwan People’s Party 
(TPP), seeing to attract pragmatic and disaffected voters 
from both the KMT and DPP. He has been characterized 
as a potential spoiler in the 2024 election, and one who 
could draw votes away from the KMT and lead to a DPP 
victory.15 Ko has asked China to clarify the definition 
of the “1992 Consensus” between China and Taiwan.16 
He advocates for Taiwan building military deterrent ca-
pacity while seeking practical relations with China, and 
avoiding being a pawn in relations between China and 
the U.S.17 Like William Lai and Hou You-yi, Ko chose 
a woman as his vice president: “Cynthia” Wu Xinying, 
who once worked for Merrill Lynch and whose family is 
a major shareholder of conglomerate Shin Kong Group.18

“Terry” Gou Tai-ming, founder of Foxconn Technology 
Group (Independent)
Terry Gou, founder and former Chief Executive Officer 
of Hon Hai Technology Group (Foxconn), a global tech-
nology manufacturing giant, qualified for the presiden-
tial race as an independent on November 15, 2023.19 Gou 
had sought the KMT nomination for president in 2019 
and 2023. Foxconn has strong ties and corporate assets in 
China. It manufactures the BlackBerry; Apple products 
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Figure 1: Electoral Preference Map
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The deteriorating state of U.S.-China relations is 
likely to influence Beijing’s behavior.

like the iPad, iPhone, and iPod; Nintendo gaming sys-
tems; Nokia devices; Cisco products; PlayStation gam-
ing consoles; and devices for Google and China’s Xiao-
mi Electronics.20 Gou has strong ties to manufacturing 
in the PRC and favors good relations across the Taiwan 
Strait and economic development for Taiwan. He was 
once a KMT member, and is critical of the DPP. Subse-
quently, however, Gou dropped out of the presidential 
race and did not register with Taiwan’s Central Election 
Commission as a candidate.21

Controversy Over a “Pan-Blue” Ticket

For weeks, principals in the TPP and KMT had negoti-
ated over the formation of a joint “Pan-Blue” presidential 
ticket, seeking to unify voters opposed to the DPP.22 Ini-
tially, the KMT and TPP seemed to have an agreement 
to unite in a coalition ticket for president. The goal was 
to seek friendlier ties with the PRC, an approach that had 
the potential to attract fresh voters in Taiwan.23

The respective candidates, however, failed to get along 
and traded public insults. Ultimately, KMT candidate 
Hou You-yi and TPP’s Ko Wen-je registered separately 
with Taiwan’s Central Election Commission. Any hope 
of a combined “Pan-Blue” ticket was dead, and some ob-
servers feel this strengthens the DPP’s chances in the 
2024 election by splitting the “Pan-Blue” vote, but ulti-
mately throws the outcome of the election up in the air.24 

As of this writing, the ultimate outcome of the Taiwan 
presidential election remains up in the air. The “Pan-
Blue” split will likely give a boost to the DPP, but pres-
idential elections in Taiwan often turn on other issues, 

like a candidate’s charisma, or a party’s position on some 
hot-button local issue. For instance, the KMT advocacy 
of nuclear power for Taiwan will probably cost it votes. 
Ko Wen-je and the TPP make an attractive option for 
voters skeptical of the KMT and of William Lai’s earlier 
reputation as a strong advocate for Taiwan independence.

How China Fits In

Should China attempt to influence election results with 
military exercises and threats around Taiwan, as the PLA 
did in 1995 and 1996, it will probably drive Taiwan’s vot-
ers to support the DPP. While exercises may continue at 
a reduced pace, China will use economic incentives and 
promises of better cross-Strait ties to attempt to draw 
voters to the KMT or TPP. However, Taiwan’s think 
tanks and free press are aware of how China’s influence 
activities on Taiwan work, and are actively warning vot-
ers about them.

For its part, there can be no doubt that CCP Chairman 
Xi Jinping and the Party leadership would prefer to see 
a KMT or TPP president in Taiwan, or alternatively a 
“Pan-Blue” ticket. Both parties have argued for better re-
lations with the PRC and emphasized Taiwan’s econom-
ic development over a separate Taiwan identity. That 
probably would have reduced tensions across the Taiwan 
Strait, but it would not necessarily change a lot of Bei-
jing’s threatening and coercive behavior toward Taiwan, 
or the PLA’s reactions to U.S. arms sales or activities in 
the Taiwan Strait.

The deteriorating state of U.S.–China relations, mean-
while, is likely to influence Beijing’s behavior. The PLA 
will probably not be forthcoming in any talks with the 
Pentagon that were agreed to by President Biden and 
Communist Party Chairman Xi at the San Francisco 
APEC Summit in November 2023. Although the U.S. 
wants military exchanges, the PRC and PLA usually hold 
such contacts “hostage” to U.S. behavior toward Taiwan 
and Freedom of Navigation activities by U.S. aircraft or 
ships in the Taiwan Strait. 

Moreover, “hot lines” to the PLA have consistently 
failed during crises, primarily because the Chinese mil-
itary officers that answer them historically have had to 
wait for Central Military Commission and Politburo 
Standing Committee agreement on how to respond in 
times of tension or even floods and earthquakes. Even 
if some new form of hotline or emergency communica-
tions channel is established between the Pentagon and 
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the PLA, or between the White House and Zhongnan-
hai, where the CCP headquarters is housed, it is likely to 
be sub-optimal. The CCP’s strict top-down management 
system (as well as fears of angering Xi) will mean that, 
even if someone answers the phone, that interlocutor 
will not be in a position to make rapid decisions to de-
fuse a crisis.

Meanwhile, statements by Chinese officials that talks 
with the U.S. can take place only “under conditions of 
“mutual respect” will likely translate to demands that the 
U.S. respect the PRC’s territorial claims in the South Chi-
na Sea and control over the Taiwan Strait. Meanwhile, 
China continues to pursue expansive maritime territo-
rial claims in international waters of the South China 
Sea and East China Sea, which the U.S. will consistently 
challenge. Around Taiwan, depending on which Party 
winds up winning the election, PLA military exercises 
and threats around Taiwan can be expected to continue 
in reaction to any U.S. arms sales, or to high level U.S. 
congressional visits to the island.
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